Google recently changed the way its search engine recommends websites on smartphones and tablets in a shift that's expected to sway where millions of people shop, eat and find information. The revised formula favors websites that Google defines as "mobile-friendly." Will your website be promoted or demoted? LEARN MORE

SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER (SBDC)

For 30 years the SBDC has worked with new entrepreneurs to turn ideas into viable business concepts and with established businesses to improve performance. Check out our success stories.

INDUSTRY NEWS

Mobile-Friendly Test
Wondering how mobile-friendly your business website is? Use this test to analyze a URL and discover if a page has mobile-friendly design!

Tips and Tricks to Increase Your Website’s “Mobility
Check out situations and guides developed by Google to learn how to improve the mobile-friendly score of your business' website!

10 Ways to Make Your Website More Mobile Friendly
If you don’t have the time or money to make your website mobile friendly, try these simple things to make the user experience better for mobile users.

Website Display: Tips and Lingo
From tiny phones to living room flat-screens, learn the basic best
practices to ensure your site displays well on all devices.

**TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES**

**First Steps to Starting a Business**
Wed., June 17 or Wed., Aug. 19

**Entrepreneurial Training Program**
Kicks off Sept. 10

**BACK ISSUES**

Check out previous editions of the **SBDC Front Page Newsletter**.
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